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Summary
I am a Software Development Manager at AWS OpenSearch. Previously, I spent eight years in
Books software across CreateSpace, Kindle Direct Publishing, Amazon enterprise publishing,
Look Inside the Book, and Goodreads.

Experience
Software Development Manager (L6), Amazon.com, CA Dec 2018  -  Present

- Managed two teams of eight and five engineers owning the full stack of print on demand
publishing at Amazon. Managed three teams each with a manager and 8 engineers
making up the Discovery and Personalization organization at Goodreads.com. Currently
managing the AWS OpenSearch Dashboard team.

- Coordinate with stakeholders to prioritize 1 and 3-year roadmaps and deliver on them
using an agile process.

- Drove support strategy that reduced team’s incoming tickets from 40 per week to 5.
- Coach engineers and fellow managers. Complete performance reviews, promotions, and

manage under performers.
- Formed a new apprentice program that provides cross job training for non-technical

employees with 5 successful conversions and counting.
- Experienced interviewer averaging 60 interviews per year. Represent Amazon at career

fairs.
- Correction of Error (COE) Bar Raiser. Write and review detailed analysis of error

documents identifying root cause and action items at organization level.

Software Development Engineer, Amazon.com (L3-L5), CA Jun 2014 - Dec 2018
- Designed and implemented microservices in AWS that handle high throughput traffic

(100,000+ TPS) for publishing and selling books on Amazon.com.
- Oversaw working group across 5 teams during migration from SQL to NOSQL

databases. Wrote data transforms to migrate 15 million data entries.
- Created a 60% increase in file processing speed by profiling and optimizing

rasterization/conversion Java code.
- Lead SCRUM development using Java, Python, Lisp, Spring, SQL, and various AWS

technologies

Freelance Developer and Technical Writer, CA Oct 2013 - Jun 2014
- Completed freelance web and app development through freelancer.com. Built custom

wordpress plugins for a legal firm. Developed a video game for Android using libgdx.
- Wrote weekly articles for Linoxide.com, a linux tech website. Produced video series

detailing changes of new Ubuntu releases.



Education
California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo, CA
B.S in Computer Science


